FORM A: BOOK, BOOK CHAPTER, JOURNAL ARTICLE, CONFERENCE PAPER

Information on the Annual Research Data Collection (ARDC) can be found in the handbook at: http://www.flinders.edu.au/research/Office/data or by contacting the Research Data Officer at the Office of Research.

To include your publication in the ARDC you must attach this signed form to photocopies of the work that include all the required information.

REQUIRED INFORMATION:
Please use the checkboxes below to ensure your photocopies have all the required information. Note that submissions with missing documentation are unlikely to be counted in DEST categories. Please ensure that any information missing in your documentation is provided in the COMMENTS section.

ALL PUBLICATIONS:
[ ] List of all authors and their affiliations. All Flinders authors should be circled/highlighted.
A signed statement of authorship may be required for any Flinders author that has a non-Flinders affiliation given in the work. See handbook for more details.

[ ] BOOK (you must be an author of the entire book. Otherwise, see BOOK CHAPTERS)
[ ] Title (front cover) [ ] Publisher
[ ] Full contents section [ ] ISBN
[ ] Preface and Introduction [ ] All dates (publication, copyright etc)
Alternatively, you may submit a copy of the book. This will be returned at the end of the collection.

[ ] BOOK CHAPTER(S) (only one form per book required):
Number of chapters in book being claimed: ___
[ ] Book title (front cover) [ ] Publisher
[ ] Full contents section [ ] ISBN
[ ] Preface and Introduction [ ] All dates (publication, copyright etc)
Alternatively, you may submit a copy of the book. This will be returned at the end of the collection.

[ ] JOURNAL ARTICLE:
[ ] Full copy of article [ ] ISSN
[ ] Page numbers [ ] Volume and Issue numbers
[ ] All dates (publication, copyright, nominal etc)
[ ] Proof of refereeing/peer review (see handbook for more details)

[ ] CONFERENCE PAPER (only one form per conference required):
[ ] Full copy of each paper being claimed (the copy must be from the proceedings in order to qualify in the DEST category)
[ ] Proceedings title (front cover, cd-rom etc)
[ ] Proceedings contents page(s) showing the paper(s)
[ ] Proof of refereeing/peer review (see handbook for more details)
[ ] All dates (publication, copyright, nominal etc)
[ ] Website URL(s) of proceedings and/or paper(s) (if applicable)
[ ] Conference dates and location

COMMENTS (special considerations, missing information, alternative AOUs for authors etc):

STATEMENT: I have read the current University policies in regard to research activity (http://www.flinders.edu.au/ppmanual/research.html) and I am aware that Statement of Authorship and Location of Data Forms have been lodged with the relevant AOUs, and that data storage and retention provisions have been made in accordance with the policy.
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